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the stimulating search for the unexpected. Feynman diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1. OCR Output
called Bremsstrahlung process e+e”—> HZ*, the
not yet kinematically limited; son is expected to be produced mainly by the so
boson (below 95-100 GeV/c2[2]) and also At the Z peak, the standard model Higgs bo
prediction of at least one light. scalar Higgs
dard model (the MSSM), motivated by the
mal supersymmetric extension of tl1e stan lung process e+e' —> HZ’;
the search for the Higgs bosons of the mini Figure 1. Feynman diagram for the Bremsstrah
kinematical limit;
precision measurements [1] and far from its
son, essentially not constrained by the LEP
the search for the standard model Higgs bo
three domains:
each of the four LEP collaborations in at least
However, an active search is still pursued by 2.1. Production, decays and final states
these analyses will be presented here.
BOSONto me with still negative results, no details about
2. THE STANDARD MODEL HIGGStop quark search from OPAL) have been reported
lived heavy neutrino search from DELPHI, scalar
states (heavy scalar search from DELPHI, long tatively interpreted in Section 4.
even a few new searches for very peculiar final unexpected characteristics are presented and ten
vity in this domain. Although a few updates and in Section 3. Finally, two monojet events with
creased, leading now to a very low level of acti reinterpreted for the Higgs bosons of the MSSM
interest in this type of research considerably de
95% confidence level of this limit. This limit is
reached their kinematical limit. Since then, the tion 2, taking a particular care in preserving the
most of the searches for pair-produced particles from the four LEP experiment results in Sec
After a few months of data taking at LEP, standard model Higgs boson mass is extracted
following sections. A combined lower limit on the
1. INTRODUCTION Each of these three points are reviewed in the
with unexpectedly large transverse momenta and invariant masses are presented.
from the combinations of the analyses of the four LEP experiments. Finally, two monojet events from ALEPH
summarized. A new method is proposed to derive a 95% C.L. limit on the standard model Higgs boson mass
the updates of the searches for the standard model Higgs boson and for the Higgs bosons of the MSSM are
The most recent developments in the domain of new particle searches at LEP are reviewed. In particular,
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Hodrons ` energies and for the directions of OCR Outputponding to their 1989-1993 data [6,7].
a good resolution both for the1,950,000 events from ALEPH, corres
to be the Higgs boson mass,
ponding to their 1990-1993 data [5]; the total visible mass is expected
1,900,000 events from OPAL, corres» panied by missing energy. Since
an acoplanar pair of jets accomto their 1990-92 data[4];
The topology of interest here is1,050,000 events from L3, corresponding
2.2. The Hm} channelponding to their 1991-92 data [3];
950,000 events from DELPHI, corres
LEP.
C8.yS2 son with the statistics presently accumulated at
amounted to almost six million hadronic Z de possibility of discovering such a heavy Higgs bo
ple analyzed by the four LEP collaborations (resp. 70 GeV/cz), thus almost ruling out the
At the time of the conference, the data sam available for the search when my.; : 65 GeV/02
This leaves only 10 events (respectively 3 events)
a t0p—quark loop (dashed line). nel.
is the branching ratio of the Z decay into H7 via ing hadronic system, called the Hl+1` chan
function of the Higgs boson mass. Also indicated getic leptons isolated from the accompany
to six million hadronic Z decays (right axis), as a state, with 1 : e or 11, producing two ener
events expected in the LEP sample corresponding • the (H —+ hadrons)(Z* —-> l+l`) final
(full line, left axis) and number of e+e" —> HZ`
Figure 2. Branching ratio of the Z decay into HZ* the HI/lj channel;
nied with missing energy, hereafter called
m,. (GeV/cz) turning into two acoplanar jets accompa
O 1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 • the (H —> hadrons)(Z* -> I/1)) final state,
-7 10
- H7)BR__ (Z ` ` + — $
iments:|Oie\¢nls
'sl l‘———-l—'—";`
the search for the Higgs boson by the four exper
to well identifiable topologies, have been used in
10’Eevents165 Actually only 24% of the final states, leading
ground.
10"`evenh164
whelmed with the huge e+e' -1 hadrons back
by a hadronic system, both of them being over
|0‘:event•1 63 Z" —> qq, or made of a. tau pair accompanied
the final states are either purely hadronic when
into hadrons (of which 95% into bb), most of
\0"ev¤n!¤162 cases into r+r" [8] and in the remaining ~ 91%
dard model Higgs boson decays in ~ 9% of the
entangled from the background: since the stanIt is therefore not considered in the following.
Unfortunately, not all the final states can be diswith a. prominent background from e+e` —> qcjy.
occur with a, much lower rate (see Fig. 2) and 65 GeV/c2 and 12 events for mg = 70 GeV/cz.
expected to be produced in this sample for mH :an intermediate top—quark loop, is expected to
As can be seen in Fig. 2, almost 40 events areAnother production mechanism, e+e` —> H7 via
beam axis (below 20 to 25°); of the missing momentum, acoplanarity and OCR Output
a missing momentum direction along the (visible mass, transverse momentum, direction
radiation (ISR) are expected to present straightforward: only seven variables are used
tected energetic photon from initial state In contrast, the L3 analysis is particularly
hadronic events accompanied by an unde
pected to be found in the data.
cal acollinearity angle above 150 to 170°); expected, and Llfgg background events are ex
are combined, corresponding to 0.94 signal eventscollinear jets in the final state (with a typi
ciency increases to 35% when the two analysesming from the decay neutrinos, have two
Higgs boson between 25 and 30%. This efficays, therefore with missing energy co
in the data with an efficiency for a 60 GeV/c2e+e` —> bb events with semi-leptonic de
background event expected, no events are found
5 GeV/c, respectively); mined on Monte Carlo to lead to less than one
tum (typically smaller than 25 GeV/cz and the probability, the location of which is deter
small visible mass and transverse momen a final cut either on the output variable or on
77 collisions are recognized with their angle or the b-quark content of the events, and
bles, such as the visible mass, the acollinearity
of the events; after a preselection with cuts on about ten varia
tectors and/or the direction ofthe trust axis exotic” than for the current event. In both cases,
the energy measured in the forward subde— which fourteen variables are found to be "more
especially near the vacuum chamber, using fraction of Monte Carlo background events for
the dead zones of the detectors are avoided, probability is determined for each event from the
second approach, called probabilistic approach, a
mediate layers and one output variable. In theare taken care of in the following way:
network with fifteen input variables, two intersured. The various potential background sources
ferent analyses. The first one is based on a neuralvisible mass smaller than ~ 70 GeV/c2 to be mea
loped by the DELPHI collaboration, with two difof particles to be detected and, in general, a total
The most involved technique has been deveenergy are selected by requiring a large number
grounds. First, hadronic final states with missing lot from an experiment to the other.
variables be used to discriminate signal and back derlying physics, the analysis techniques vary a
to all experiments, it is not surprising that similar Amazingly enough, in spite of this common un
gy, but arising from different sources, are common
Since the events liable to produce missing ener
Finally, e+e' —+ bbg(7) events (with ISR)
jet-jet angles is above 340 to 350°);UM 10 8 7 5
their planarity (the typical sum of the threeDetector DELPHI L3 OPAL ALEPH
half-opening angle 20, 30, 60 or 90°), or byaround 60 GeV/c2
isolated missing momentum (in cones ofInvariant mass resolutions, in GeV/c2, for masses
by their thrust value, or by their non
Table 1 in the final state, are characterized either
e+e' —> bbg events, leading to three jets
detectors. 175°);
a typical acoplanarity angle above 160 to60 GeV/cz are shown in Table 1 for the four LEP
variant mass resolutions for masses around two coplanar jets in the final states (with
signal-t0-background ratio. The resulting in leptonic decays are still characterized by
the jets is 0f prime importance to increase the e+e` —> bb events with ISR and with semi
the data). Monte Carlo samples rworresponding background events are observed, while the coefOCR Output
tions in an unbiased way (Le. not influenced by number of signal events expected if 0, 1, 2,
been used by ALEPH to determine the cut loca 6.30, are the 95% C.L. upper limits on the
An even more sophisticated method [10] has is available (see Fig. 3a). The numbers 3.00, 4.74,
lated so that an analytical representation of b(z)
expected to be found in the present data sample. cuts have been applied, smoothed and extrapo
the preceeding year: only 0.225;:32 Z —> qq are bution of the variable at obtained when all other
the analysis not to be modified with respect to mined from the background Monte Carlo distri
signal events expected, but this technique allowed when the cut is applied. This number is deter
a 60 GeV/c2 Higgs boson, corresponding to 1.75 b(z) is the number of background events expected
of course a lower selection efficiency of 32.4% for In this formula, :1: is the location of the cut and
ble events from this sample. The consequence is
are applied in order to select the fewest possi
hadronic Z decays, and severe topological cuts + . . . } .
Monte Carlo sample equivalent to over 35 million
approach: the background study is based on a 2 3 + 6.30 ig + 7.75 94-Q
OPAL have chosen a much more conservative
dx)N95(a:) - {3.00 + 4.74 b(x)
the 95% confidence level. _ €·*>(¢)
tain: less than 2.8 Z —> qq events are expected at
signal contribution:background estimate is therefore difficult to ob
have not been yet considered An accurate ty of gedanken experiments in the absence of any
lion hadronic Z decays, while other backgrounds produced which would be obtained with an infini
is based on a Monte Carlo sample of only 1.1 mil C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events
events expected. However, the background study minimizing the average value Ng5(:c) of the 95%
boson is achieved, corresponding to 1.32 signal produced. The cuts have been determined by
several Higgs boson mass values, have also beenAn efliciency of 44.5% for a 60 GeV/cz Higgs
cessive cuts, leading to no events in the data. processes. Large signal Monte Carlo samples, for
momentum in two different cones) in a set of suc sit.y have been produced for all known background
acollinearity angle, and isolation of the missing to typically five times the total integrated lumino
angles: (a) distribution and fit of the expected background b(S); and (b) selection efficiency @(5);
Figure 3. Variables used in the ALEPH cut location optimization, for the sum S of the three jet-jet
S (degrees) Cut on S (degrees)
:40 sas 150 $55 100 ass J40 345 550 555 550
(rm - 60 GW/c')
6($)b S WL ( )
(Nom•¤|i1¤(i¤n to 7.1 million hcdronic Z decay:)z 10
Expcnenhul iii
(Q)+ Monks Carlo (b)
10 3
corresponding to 2.32 signal events expected. I S + TTI?+l- _ + OCR Output
for a 60 GeV/c2 Higgs boson amounts to 42%,
pair [see Table 3):are found in the data and the efficiency achieved
when computed as recoiling against the leptonevents is O.26tgj}g around 60 GeV/cz. No events
excellent Higgs boson mass resolution achievedvariables, the resulting number of background
Fortunately enough, this is compensated by theAfter the procedure has been applied to several
UM 1.2 0.7 1.0 0.4
counted for. Detector DELPHI L3 OPAL ALEPH
is obtained after the mass resolution has been ac 60 GeV/cz in the H;i+p‘ channel.
the variable S. The minimum of N95(S) at 343.8° Recoil mass resolutions (in GeV/cz) for ml.; :
Figure 4. Example of cut optimization, applied to Table 3
Cut on S (degrees)
335 340 345 350 355 360 hadronic mass distribution shown in Fig. 5b.
FERHISV [11] prediction of 28.3 events, with a
1993 optimization observe 29 such events, in agreement with the
which are shown in Fig. 5a. For instance, ALEPH
duction, the dominant Feynman diagrams of
four-fermion electroweak pro" ” "·“"°"·
s,. · s;s.a· background is expected from the
rose has its thorn: an important
of this final state. But every
simple and efficient the selection
9 able leptons renders remarkably
isolated, and thus well identifi
The presence of two energetic,
2.3. The Hl+l" channelG 10
tion 2.4.visible mass resolution.
pected. A comment about this is made in Secnormalization of b(:c) is reduced according to the
by less than 10% the number of signal events exof Ng;,(x) (see Fig. 4) is done after the absolute
final state has also been used by L3, increasingthe cut location 2: (see Fig. 3b). The minimization
tance of the search for the signal, as a function of ever, that a search for the (H —> r+r`)(Z` —> l/17)
reported in Table 2. It should be mentioned, howPoisson probabilities. Finally, 6(x) is the accep
ficients of these numbers are the corresponding A summary of the results of the four analyses is
6.3338.25864 KTotal 1.583;;;
1936 K 42.0ALEPH 2.320.26fg;}§
1900 K 32.4OPAL 1.750.221’3;3§
< 2.8IOG2 K 44.5L3 1.32
966 K 35.0DELPHI 0.94l.l’j‘,§j§
650 N60Expt. # Z —+ qq Background
for a 60 GeV/c2 Higgs boson and corresponding numbers of signal events expected, in the Hm? channel.
Numbers of hadronic Z decays analyzed, numbers of background events expected, selection efficiencies
Table 2
a ee—+ ee`qq event. the Hm? and the Hl`*l` results. OCR Output+‘ *
by each individual experiment when combiningFigure 6. A rp view ofthe ALEPH detector for
limit [12]. This simple definition is used de facto
the data or when they are "far enough” from the
to 3.0, at least when no events are observed in
pected by each of the four experiments amounts/ \ which the sum of the numbers of signal events ex
\ i (
model Higgs boson mass is defined as the mass for\I//" `*\_>.. / ol. D Q /4,
Usually, a combined limit on the standard» \ -\ ...; `;·.1i§;;@E?iiPiiiiQ / 'i:`'`` =·i;i ’“`` ”
/ \ \ /`l‘ N"
limit?
2.4. Towards a combined 95% C.L. mass
and 51.4 ;l; 0.4 GeV/cz, respectively.»»’-.{___j?\ z%e%é#¢=5=i ===*e; = ·==== 2 :... ( » x iiii ` *·
boson masses of 70.4 :1; 0.7, 67.6 :1: 0.7, 61.2 ;|: 1.0l \\
and the ALEPH candidate correspond to Higgs
The two L3 candidates, the OPAL candidate
`nunzonznnnnnzasa noise ratio.R ALEPH i"\__\ // U AM UWA, uk IEA!. //
analysis only) aimed at increasing the signal—to
a loose b—tagging requirement (yet in the ALEPH
on the mass recoiling against the two leptons, and
and (/E is the centre—of·mass energy. is reported in Table 4, after a cut at 40 GeV/c2
lepton pair, EH and E]- are the lepton energies, and a summary of the results of the four analyses
where m?+l_ is the invariant mass squared ofthe An example of a e+e' qq event is shown in Fig. 6,
prediction (shaded area) with an absolute normalization.
of the hadronic mass for the ALEPH l+l` qq events (triangles with error bars) and for the Monte Carlo
Figure 5. (a) Dominant Feynman diagrams for the f0ur—fcrmi0n process e+e' —> l+l"qQ; (b) Distribution
Hcdronic Moss (GeV/c')





the limit; mated as reported in Table 6. OCR Output
decision of which analysis is kept to derive each individual 95% C.L. mass limit can be esti
Carlo expectations are used in this a priori compute the numbers of signal events expected,
1. to avoid any kind of biases, only the Monte estimate of the top-quark mass [14] are used to
tio of the Higgs boson into r+r” and the recent
is ignored, and when the correct branching ra
been followed: OPAL analysis, when the T+7'—l/I) channel of L3
combine. The following philosophy has therefore When the mass information is exploited in
counted for in an a priori choice of analyses to
the (11-+ ·r+·r`)(Z" ——> ui?) is added.the actual experiments, which must not be ac
also expected to be worsened (on average) whenindependent ofthe number of events observed in
information, as done in Ref. The L3 limit istained without including this analysis. This is
combining the Hl*l” channel without this massgrade, on average, the 95% C.L. mass limit ob
is expected to degrade (and it actually does) whennumber of background events expected would de
of the candidate events be used. The OPAL limitwith this method, an analysis leading to a huge
HI/I; channel, provided that the mass informationprovide a confidence level of 95%. For instance,
when the Hl+l" channel is combined with thevement of a mass limit, it does not automatically
limit on the Higgs boson mass always improvesHowever, if this method guarantees the achie
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the average 95% C.L.
combination.Limit 55.7 57.7 56.9 60.3
makes N95 increase — is not used in theExpt. DELPHI L3 OPAL ALEPH
rage, the limit — or, equivalently, thatHiggs boson mass, in GeV/c2
3. any analysis that would degrade, on avePublished 95% C.L. limits on the standard model
Table 5 for the overall combination;
individual experiments, and of 65 GeV/c2
a Higgs boson mass of 60 GeV/02 for each
tion of this background. This is done with1/17) analysis is included in the L3 limit.
lution and assuming a flat mass distribucandidate at high mass. The (H —>·r+·r”)(Z* —>
and 4, taking into account the mass resoof the Hl+l` candidate, and DELPHI have no
standard deviation as indicated in Tables 2in Ref. [13]. OPAL ignore the mass information
analysis, conservatively increased by oneexploited in the limit determination as explained
ber of background events expected in eachmass resolution and the mass ofthe candidates is
Section 2.2, is computed from the numto arise from the signal. In L3 and ALEPH, the
on the signal cross-section, as defined inTable 5), where all selected events are assumed
It leads to the following published limits (see 2. the average value Ngg, of the 95% C.L. limit
2.29 8.0 ;l; 1.043.1Total
0.75 1.1 ;l; 0.245.0ALEPH
0.8 :1: 0.238.0 0.68OPAL
0.49 2.5 :h 0.4L3 48.8
0.39 3.6 :1; 1.643.0DELPHI
650 NGO ExpectedEXpt·. Observed
numbers of background events expected and observed, in the Hl+l` channel.
Selection cfHcicncics for a 60 GeV/c2 Higgs boson and corresponding numbers of signal events expected,
Table 4
indicated in the text. OCR Outputgame with the ALEPH optimization method des
analyses and (b) with the analyses optimized asto a 65 GeV/c2 Higgs boson. When playing this
each experiment, so that they become sensitive the best 95% C.L. limit, (a) with the original
chosen combination order is the order leading toif six million hadronic Z decays were available in
four experiments denoted here A, B, C, D. Theproved by optimizing the individual analyses as
Figure 8. Evolution of N95 when combining theThis uncomfortable situation could be im
degrade the average value ofthe limit.
them have actually to be rejected in order not to
(17.0)
resolution. It is shown in Fig. 8a that three of Minimum
largest expected background or the worst mass
C A D
those with the smallest relative efficiency, the {QV Hu H,,,,/_uu
20 wi'?derivation of the final 95% C.L. limit, preferably
Hvving that some of them have to be ignored in the
25
in view of such a combination, it is not surpris
30the individual analyses have not been optimized
combination of the four experiment results. Since
35The same procedure can now be tried towards a
40
Hm?45
Limit 55.6 57.0 58.5 60.2 (b)
Expt. DELPHI L3 OPAL ALEPH 50
the standard model Higgs boson mass, in GeV/cz.




HII H11y x Hvv Dnot (2) used.
Hvv HH
25information of the candidate events is (1) or is
For OPAL, the result is plotted when the mass
30
1·+r')(Z* ~—> 1/D) channel is also shown for L3.
35the four experiments. The effect of the (H —>
Hl+l` channel with the H1/D channel, in each of







1 1 10 g . . V. improves on average.14 Ig .,,. ., . ,. ,.
12 , HVV(2) be rejected in that case, and the combined limit
1315
is shown in Fig. 8b: only one analysis have to
L5DELPHI
that the same occurs in the other experiments,15 9 [ Hvv+H|I
Hvv+HI| 3. The resulting combination curve, assuming
+-r·rvv 15% while the background levels are divided by
Hw+HI|17 Hw{ 16 .,..., ., 12 F W efliciencies have to be lowered by approximately
1318 cribed in Section 2.2, the conclusion is that the
the four LEP experiments. tices, likely coming from B-meson decays. OCR Output
would require a close collaboration work between detector for an event with four reconstructed ver
rectly the analyses rather than the limits. All this Figure 10. A zoom view of the DELPHI vertex
view of such a combination and by combining di
ground evaluations, by optimizing the analyses in
more data become available, by refining the back
64.3 GeV/c2. This limit should improve, when
ved using the method presented above, becomes
95% C.L. limit on the Higgs boson mass, deri
70 GeV/cz in any channel, and the combined
no new candidates appear with a mass below
conference and still preliminary — are included,
and L3 [9] in 1993 — made available after this
When the data collected by DELPHI [15]
ALEPH, OPAL and L3,
shown is the effect of the Hl+l" candidates of
on the standard model Higgs boson mass. Also
Run 30426 event 7698[see text], and 95% C.L. combined lower limit
Delphi Vertex Detectorthe seven kept analyses, and after optimization
Figure 9. Total number of events expected from
cessible part of this domain to be excluded.
were found, allowing the whole kinematically acm,. (GeV/c')
50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 domain of large cos2(H—cz) values. No candidates
four collaborations as early as in 1990 to cover the
957§C.l.I|mi|
final state had therefore been performed by the
M.£PH OPAL LJ bb respectively. Searches for the hA —>·r+1·"qq
ratios ofh and A are 10% and 90% in r+ 1* and in
cos2(B—a), while the subsequent decay branching
production has a cross-section proportional to
tor sin2(B—a). Complementarily, the e+e` —> hA
20 the production cross-section by a reduction fac
ct 95% C.L
preted in the MSSM framework by multiplying
m,. > 65.9 GeV/c’ rally be used without modification, and reinter
30 dard searches presented in Section 2 can geneLEP CO|’T1blf1€d Z
As to the Bremsstrahlung process, the stan
e+e‘—> hA on the other.
40
hand, and via the associated pair production
Bremsstrahlung process e+e` —> hZ° on the one
required were 97% instead of 95%. (h and A) may be produced at LEP via the
denly become 61 GeV/c2 if the confidence level version. As a consequence, two neutral states
close to the OPAL Hl+l` candidate: it would sud fields, and exactly two doublets in its minimal
be mentioned, however, that this limit is very the existence of at least two doublets of Higgs
95% coniidence level, as shown in Fig. 9. It should The basic structure of supersymmetry implies
the four LEP experiments is 63.9 GeV/c2 at the
dard model Higgs boson mass thus obtained from
3. THE HIGGS BOSONS OF THE MSSMThe actual combined lower limit on the stan
cesses. OCR Outputmh > 45.5 GeV/c2 and mA > 45 GeV/c2, at
viously developed combination method leads to mulating Z decays into a fermion pair or 77 pro
corrections to the Higgs boson masses, the pre retained in any of the Monte Carlo samples si
of 1 TeV/cz to compute the important radiative e+e“—+ 7*1/Ii), with ')'* —>‘ff, while no events were
events from the so-called conversion processesvalue of 174 GeV/c2 and a universal scalar mass
the two Higgs doublets). Using a top—quark mass in good agreement with the expectation of 2.6
(the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of Three events were selected in the ALEPH data,
mh and mA or, alternatively, on mA and tanH
verse to the beam axis in excess of 5%,/5.LEP experiments, limits can be derived either on
detector activity, with a total momentum transplementary searches for e+e' ——> hZ* of the four
lecting events where one hemisphere is free of anyWhen these searches are combined to the com
ported in Ref. [16], and essentially consists in se
years. Such a search has been extensively re
·r+1·‘q<j searches. ticular by the ALEPH collaboration for several
dependent way, the negative result of the earlier in e+e” collisions, has been searched for in par
This search therefore confirms, in a totally in being background free for new particle searches
tion of 97 zh 9 i 10 events from e+e' —+ hadrons. The monojet topology, commonly accepted as
taken until 1992, to be compared to an expecta
105 such events were found in the DELPHI data
4. THE UNEXPECTEDas B-mesons) is presented in Fig. 10. A total of
arising from the decay of long—lived particles (such
with four reconstructed vertices in this detector
ficient and selective b—tagger. A view of an event Fig. 11b).
by DELPHI, using their vertex detector as an ef (see Fig. 11a) and in the (mA,tan B) plane (see
search for the final state hA —> bbbb developed cluded domains is shown in the (mh,mA) plane
This has been recently supplemented by a the 95% confidence level. The detail of the ex
mass of 1 TeV/cz
combination ofthe four LEP experiments, determined with a top—quark mass of 174 GeV / cz and a scalar
Figure 11. 95% C.L. excluded domains in the (mA,tanB) plane and in the (mh,mA) plane from a
m,(GeV/ci) m,(GeV/c')
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namely those involving W exchanges. This has Higgs boson mass amounts to 64.3 GeV/cz OCR Output
into account in FEHHISV should be considered, limit. This combined limit on the standard model
This indicates that further diagrams not taken derivation of an unbiased 95% C.L. combined
tle as by 0.06, but the probability becomes 2.2%. analysis should or should not be used in the
the number of events expected increases as lit cedure has been used to decide a priori which
four-fermion generator FERHISV [11] are included, data recorded until 1993. A new combination pro
1.0%. When all the diagrams available in the by each of the four LEP experiments, with their
ration arise from the conversion process is only 56.9 GeV/cz to 60.3 GeV/c2 have been reported
Indeed, the probability that such a configu standard model Higgs boson mass ranging from
particular, 95% confidence level limits on the
son searches at LEP have been presented. In
Hadronic 5.3 18.5 69 The most recent updates of the Higgs bo
Hadronic 3.2 6.6 80
e+e' 3.3 20.3 61
5. CONCLUSION
Final state m,,;, pq~ mgm,
selected in the ALEPH data.
mass energy.
Characteristics of the three mon0jet·like events
Z peak and, eventually, with a larger centre-ofTable 7
Monte Carlo, with more data accumulated at the
sue. the study of this channel with a more accurate
shown in Fig. 12. This rather "small” probability requires to pur
verse momenta. A view of these two events is
momenta.[16], have unexpectedly large masses and trans
acoplanar e+e’ pair [17] and a, hadronic monojet unlikely configuration of masses and transverse
in Table 7. It can be seen that two events, an probability of 4.8% to show up in an at least as
invisible recoil masses of these events are given a total of 2.75 signal events is expected, with a
The visible masses, transverse momenta and been attempted in Ref. [16], and the result is that
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